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MODELING TURN-TAKING RHYTHMS WITH OSCILLATORS

Abstract. Our aim in this paper is to explore ways of modeling the distribution of
pause durations in conversation using oscillator models (Wilson, Wilson 2006), and
to consider how these models might be integrated into our Coupled Oscillator Model
of speech timing (COM (O’Dell, Lennes, Werner, Nieminen 2007; O’Dell, Lennes,
Nieminen 2008; O’Dell, Nieminen 2009)).
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1. Overview
Modeling the durations of conversational pauses has recently attracted some attention (cf. the excellent overview in Heldner, Edlund 2010). M. Wilson and T. P. Wilson
(2006) have modeled conversational turn-taking based on coupled oscillators, and
Beçnuš tested this model against a database of conversational American English
(Beçnuš 2009; Beçnuš, Gravano, Hirschberg 2011). Beçnuš’s results provided some
support for the model, but the support was weak due to small (although significant) correlations, and a lack of predicted phase patterns.
As M. Wilson and T. P. Wilson (2006) pointed out, it is important to gather
data on a variety of languages in addition to English. In this paper, we apply
Beçnuš’s analysis to the Finnish Dialogue Corpus (Lennes, Anttila 2002; Lennes 2009)
and also consider integrating the Wilson & Wilson model into our own speech
timing model, which has hitherto lacked an explicit mechanism for dealing with
pausing behavior.
2. Wilson & Wilson model
2.1. Motivation for oscillators
There are several facts about turn-taking behavior in spoken dialogue which M. Wilson
and T. P. Wilson (2006) explain using an oscillator model. According to M. Wilson
and T. P. Wilson (2006), turn transitions with virtually no gap [< 200 ms] are a
common occurrence in ordinary conversation. This is testified to in the Finnish corpus
as well: slightly more than a third of the transitional pauses were less than 200 ms
in duration (cf. Table 1). According to M. Wilson and T. P. Wilson (2006) and many
others, conversational speech also tends to avoid simultaneous starts.1
1 It is often assumed that overlapping speech is avoided in general, although this
has been questioned along with the assumption that dialogues actually exhibit clear
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Table 1
Number of transitional pauses for a pair of Finnish speakers (speaker 1, speaker 2)

Total
< 200 ms

1 → 2
145
55 (38%)

2 → 1
174
54 (31%)

Both
319
109 (34%)

The reason for this is fairly obvious given that conversation has a real, dialogic
function. Simultaneous starts after pause (defined as both speakers initiating speech
in less than 200 ms of each other) are relatively rare in our Finnish corpus as well:
Approximately 6% of pauses ended in simultaneous starts (cf. Table 2).
Table 2
Number of ”simultaneous” starts after pause for a pair of Finnish speakers

Total
< 200 ms

1 → x
461
31 (7%)

2 → x
409
22 (5%)

Both
870
53 (6%)

A fact that is not so obvious is that (according to Wilson, Wilson 2006) pauses
tend to be multiples of some unit length of time, which ranged from 80 to 180
msec with an average of 120 msec. (Wilson, Wilson 2006, based on data in Wilson,
Zimmerman 1986).2 This raises the possibility that turn cycle might be related to
some other oscillatory cycle in speech, and M. Wilson and T. P. Wilson (2006) suggest
possible candidates such as syllable duration, jaw cycles or even the theta rhythm.
2.2. Synchronization and turn cycle
The idea behind synchronization in dialogue is that each participant monitors the
speech of the other and tries to keep in synchrony. Arguably such behavior is either
a by-product or a prerequisite of speech perception in general.
During silence, the ability of the speakers to synchronize is considerably weakened. M. Wilson and T. P. Wilson (2006) conjecture that the speakers maintain a turn
cycle which is also synchronized during speech (possibly related to e.g. syllable
rhythm) and then continued during pauses. Such behavior is hypothesized to minimize the offset between their conversational turns. Thus, when the current speaker
reaches the end of his turn, the current listener may step in with a minimum overlap or gap (when no pause is intended). The participants’ oscillators have the same
period (when synchronized) but the listener’s cycle is counterphased to that of the
speaker (Wilson, Wilson 2006, cf. Fig. 1). Because of this counterphasing, the probability of simultaneous starts will be relatively low (Wilson, Wilson 2006).
Note that c o u n t e r p h a s e d describes the situation from the individual
participant’s point of view: each one oscillates between phases ”my turn to start”
and ”your turn to start” and these phases are opposed. From a system point of
view, however, the two oscillators are actually in phase: each one oscillates between
phases ”1st speaker’s turn to start” and ”2nd speaker’s turn to start” and these
phases are in agreement.

turn-taking structure at all. In the present work we are not directly concerned with
overlapping speech, but we hope to return to this question in the future.
2 M. Wilson and T. P. Wilson (2006) refer to this unit length of time, or turn cycle
period, as s. Confusingly, the earlier article Wilson, Zimmerman 1986 refers to uses
s to mean each speaker’s slot length, which is half of a total turn cycle. Thus Wilson
& Wilson’s s equals twice Wilson & Zimmerman’s s. In what follows we retain s
for the slot length and use R for the period of the turn cycle, so that R = 2s.
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syllable duration (say ŝ(t)) similar to Beçnuš’s normalization procedure, gives an
index (i = 2ks(t)/ŝ(t) ≈ 2k or i = (2k + 1)s(t)/ŝ(t) ≈ 2k + 1) which should have an
empirical distribution with clear modes at integer values (even for between speaker
pauses, odd for within speaker pauses), given that s(t) ≈ ŝ(t).
For the present data, averaging syllable duration over the entire previous chunk
as Beçnuš did, produced the scatterplots shown in Fig. 7 for the four conditions. To
aid the eye, in both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 lines have been added indicating where pause
duration equals an integer times syllable duration, solid for odd and dashed for
even integers.
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It would also be desirable to include (short) overlap durations as negative pauses
in the distributions for turn transitions. This idea was also suggested by M. Heldner and J. Edlund (2010) for a noncyclic (no effects) model.
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The Coupled Oscillator Model uses dynamic systems theory to derive a linear
regression model for durations (T1) of various units during speech given the number
of synchronized subunits or cycles (ni) at various levels:
T 1 = c 1 + c 2 n 2 + c 3 n 3 + · · · + c k n k,

(1)

For instance, our previous analyses of pause group durations in conversational
(spontaneous) Finnish speech, allowing for five possible levels, have indicated strong
mora and phrasal stress rhythm with possible weaker foot rhythm (O’Dell, Lennes,
Werner, Nieminen 2007; O’Dell, Lennes, Nieminen 2008).
Extending the dynamic model to two speakers instead of one is relatively straight
forward in principle, since the underlying theory does not require that all oscillators in
the system belong to a single speaker. We have, in fact, previously applied the model
for analyzing behavior in the so called synchronous speech task, where two speakers
read a text out loud together at the same time (O’Dell, Nieminen, Mustanoja 2010; 2011).
A major challenge when modeling the synchronizing behavior of two speakers,
however, is how to handle situations such as pauses in which information providing
the basis for synchrony is temporarily diminished or absent. One possibility is to
introduce stochastic coupling, theidea being that the synchronizing signal between
oscillators (and participants) varies as to its reliability, rather than being modeled
as exact. The beginning of silence can be taken to be a strong cue as to the phase
of the other participant (explaining why subjects typically pause relatively often in
the synchronous speech task), but phase uncertainty grows as silence continues.4
Such a characterization leads naturally to a distribution of pause durations with
expected value corresponding to the equation (1) above. Following Beçnuš we might
hypothesize, for instance, that each pause contains an integral number of silent
stress groups as a continuation of the stress group rhythm of the preceding speech
(perhaps with a fixed, preferred number of silent syllables per stress group). Since
several levels of rhythm are mutually synchronized in the COM, stress group
frequency at the beginning of pause should be estimated not merely on the bases
of previous stress groups (whether using a raw average or some other technique),
but also taking into account all the relevant interacting rhythms on various hierarchical levels such as mora, syllable, etc.
4. Summary
We have begun exploring ways of modeling pause durations in Finnish conversations. Thus far, we have analyzed only one speaker pair but we have developed a
general statistical model for testing increasingly complex effects in the gathering
material.
The simplest versions of the model do not fit the data (much) better than the
”no effects model”, but this may yet change as we look at additional speaker pairs
and more sophisticated models.
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4 An interesting finding from our analysis of the synchronous speech task, which
may be relevant in the present case, is that while speakers were less synchronized
after pause than before, asynchrony did not increase with pause durations greater
than approximately 200 ms. This could be taken as further evidence of a silent
rhythm during pause.
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МАЙКЛ Л. О’ДЕЛЛ (Tampere), ТОММИ НИЕМИНЕН (|oånsuu),
МИЕТТА ЛЭННЕС (Хельсинки)
МОДЕЛИРОВАНИЕ РИТМА СМЕНЫ ГОВОРЯЩЕГО
С ПОМОЩ≤Ю ОСЦИЛЛЯТОРОВ
V статье rassmatrivaœtsq способы моделирования распределения длительности пауз в разговоре s использovaniem осциллятора модели (Wilson, Wilson
2006), а также vozmownosti integrirovaniq этиh моделej в наши модели
синхронизаций речи, базирующиhsq на моделi соединенных осцилляторов
(Coupled Oscillator Model (O’Dell, Lennes, Werner, Nieminen 2007; O’Dell, Lennes,
Nieminen 2008; O’Dell, Nieminen 2009)).
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